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Introduction: Public opinion concerning vaccination is of interest since the publication of a 

study in 1999 (since retracted) linking the measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine to 

autism; in its wake, parental fear of vaccination has risen, vaccination rates have decreased, and 

occurrence of outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases have increased. I examined vaccination-

related opinions using data collected on the social networking site Twitter to determine whether 

particular geographic areas in the United States expressed more negative sentiment towards 

vaccination than others. 

Methods: I tested this hypothesis by combining vaccination-related Twitter data with data 

published through the National Notifiable Disease Surveillance System, which provides weekly 

counts of newly diagnosed cases of vaccine-preventable diseases for each state. In the process of 

working towards this goal, I tested several different sentiment classification methods, collected a 

new body of vaccination-related Twitter data from 2014, and examined whether the average 



sentiment expressed on Twitter in 2009 during the H1N1 pandemic was similar to the average 

sentiment in the same geographic areas in 2014. 

Results: I was unable to find any meaningful correlation between the average opinion expressed 

in small geographic units of the United States in 2009 and 2014 or between the average opinion 

expressed by state and the mumps incidence rate observed over the period 2009-2013. I did note, 

however, that the proportion of tweets containing negative sentiment (between 5-10%) remained 

relatively stable in the data collected in 2014, which offers some hope that there is meaningful 

vaccination-related opinion expressed on Twitter that persists over time. 

Conclusion: I believe that the lack of correlation observed in this study is a product of the 

aggregated nature of our outbreak data and differences in the content of negative opinion 

expressed in 2009 during the H1N1 pandemic and in 2014. Further research on this topic should 

focus on improving sentiment classification of tweets published when there is not an active 

pandemic and identifying data sources to validate the use of social media to monitor opinions 

around vaccination that contain vaccination rate or outbreak data at a more localized geographic 

level.



Introduction 

As users of the Web have evolved from passive consumers of content produced by a 

small number of providers to creators and distributors of information to others in their social 

networks, there is now an opportunity to use this information to monitor opinions and behaviors 

relevant to public health practitioners and researchers in real time. The potential for search 

engine data in this context is well known in relation to influenza, as Google Flu Trends tracks 

search volumes of flu-related keywords in order to estimate flu transmission activity [1]. While 

search queries are useful in tracking volume of web activity, social networking sites (SNSs), 

such as Twitter and Facebook, offer individual-level information on opinions and behaviors that 

previously might have been much more difficult and expensive to collect.  

The potential of these platforms as both mediums of communication for outreach services 

and data sources for surveillance and research in medicine and public health has been widely 

discussed; for example, the Journal of Medical Internet Research (JMIR) was founded in 1999 

by Dr. Gunther Eysenbach, a professor at the University of Toronto, with an initial three issues 

per year; as of 2013, it is published monthly. JMIR offers a recent e-collection of published 

articles titled “Medicine 2.0: Social Media, Open, Participatory, Collaborative Medicine” [2]. 

One of the articles included in this collection offers a systematic review of the use of social 

networking sites (SNS) in public health [3]. Capurro et. al. note that, while SNSs have been used 

since the late 1990s, they were never used as a platform for public health research until 2007. 

Some of the earliest studies used MySpace to study health risk behaviors among teenagers 

[4,5,6]. As MySpace plummeted from the United States’ most popular website in 2006 to its 

current place outside of the top 500 websites by overall traffic, researchers have turned to other 

social media platforms, such as Twitter and Facebook, to examine public health issues [7,8]. The 
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acceleration of research of this type is evident after repeating the PubMed search query used in 

that systematic review, which yielded 431 results published at any time before March 31, 2012 

(the time of its publication); the volume of research more than doubled with 551 articles 

published in the two years since (Figure 1) [9]. 

 

Figure 1: Volume of academic work published using social networking sites for public health research, 1997-
2013. 

 

SNS data has been used in a wide array of applications, ranging from studies of the use of 

SNS during natural disasters to data from Twitter used to monitor misuse of antibiotics [10,11]. 

Although most of this research has been conducted in high-income countries, there is some work 

that has been done in low- and middle-income countries; for example, research conducted in 

South Africa used social network data to understand factors associated with low HIV/AIDS 

knowledge [12]. The emergence of this sort of research in middle-income countries in particular 

may continue as Twitter adds users, with large countries like Indonesia, Brazil, and Mexico 

entering the top ten in active Twitter users in 2013 [13].  
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Use of social networking sites during H1N1 infuenza pandemic 

 In 2009, the H1N1 influenza, also known as “swine flu”, pandemic marked an important 

milestone in public health research based on social network data; as described in a subsequent 

paper studying the contents of tweets published about H1N1, it marked “the first instance in 

which a global pandemic has occurred in the age of Web 2.0 and presents a unique opportunity 

to investigate the potential role of these technologies in public health emergencies” [14]. A 

number of academic papers have been published based on data collected during the H1N1 

pandemic and subsequent vaccine rollout. One of those studies, published in 2011, used a series 

of keywords to identify and collect Twitter data related to vaccination over a six month period 

after the H1N1 vaccine became available to the public [15]. The researchers developed a 

classifier by compiling a training dataset where students tagged tweets as containing positive, 

negative, neutral, or irrelevant sentiment toward the vaccine for about 10% of their data; this 

classifier was then used to categorize the rest of the tweets into one of the three bins.  

While this study demonstrated that users with anti-vaccination opinions tended to cluster 

within the social network, the authors were primarily interested in analyzing the spread of 

opinions within a Twitter user’s social network. They only used a basic measure to validate 

whether those opinion manifested themselves in measurable outcomes of public health concern 

(i.e., vaccination rates or disease outbreak). They used geographic information associated with 

individual Twitter accounts to compare the average “sentiment ratings” of different regions of 

the US to H1N1 vaccination rates and found a reasonably strong positive correlation (i.e., more 

positive sentiment, higher vaccination coverage).  
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Study aims 

My goal at the outset of this project was to extend this work by examining whether these 

clusters can be linked to particular geographic areas at the state or, preferably, sub-state level and 

whether those areas have experienced outbreaks of vaccine-preventable disease since the original 

link between autism and the MMR vaccine was published. Public opinion concerning 

vaccination is of interest since the publication of a study in 1999 (since retracted) linking the 

measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine to autism [16]; in its wake, parental fear of 

vaccination has risen, vaccination rates have decreased, and occurrence of outbreaks of vaccine-

preventable diseases have increased (for more information, see the British Medical Journal’s 

series describing the worldwide scare over the MMR vaccine) [17].   

We tested this hypothesis by combining vaccination-related Twitter data with data 

published through the National Notifiable Disease Surveillance System, which provides weekly 

case counts of newly diagnosed cases of key infectious diseases (including those that are 

preventable through vaccine) for each state [18]. In the process of working towards this goal, we 

tested several different sentiment classification methods, collected a new body of vaccination-

related Twitter data from 2014, and examined whether the average sentiment expressed on 

Twitter in 2009 during the H1N1 pandemic was similar to the average sentiment in the same 

geographic areas in 2014. 

Data and Methods 

Twitter data retrieval and prospective collection 

Our first step was to extract data and code from the public GitHub repository made 

available by the previous study’s authors [19]. We were able to extract 477,468 tweets 

containing one or more of the following vaccination-related keywords: vaccination OR vaccine 
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OR vaccinated OR vaccinate OR vaccinating OR immunized OR immunize OR immunization 

OR immunizing. These tweets were collected between August 2009 and January 2010 from 

150,093 unique users. A portion of this data was used as a training dataset, made up of 39,297 

tweets that had been labeled as containing positive, negative, neutral, or irrelevant sentiment 

towards vaccination by students at Penn State.   

We were able to collect a supplemental 467,673 tweets with the same vaccine-related 

keywords between April 15 and July 25, 2014 from a total of 247,869 users, with a gap in data 

observed between April 22 and May 8 due to a technical problem. Figure 2 shows the volume of 

tweets collected over the period of data collection in 2009 and 2014.  

 

Figure 2: Number of vaccination-related tweets observed per day in 2009 and 2014 data. Dotted lines show daily 
tweet volumes and solid lines show a smoothed trend that ignores weekly variation and days of unusually high 
discussion. Tweets collected in January 2010 are excluded from this figure for ease of interpretability. Even without 
an active pandemic of vaccine-preventable disease, increased overall Twitter usage has resulted in an increase in 
the overall discussion of vaccination on Twitter in 2014 relative to 2009. 
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Geolocation of Twitter users 

Twitter users are offered two options for sharing information about their geographic 

location. First, they can enable a geotagging option, which shares the GPS coordinates from 

which a user is tweeting. This option is used by only 0.6% of users in our dataset in 2014; the 

approach used by 70% of users in the same time period is a free-form text box where they can 

input information about their location. These locations can be very specific (e.g., “Capitol Hill, 

Seattle, WA”) or may contain information that is practically useless in determining a user’s 

actual location (e.g., “Planet Earth”). We used Python’s yql package, which abstracts the API 

used to access Yahoo!’s PlaceFinder services, to discern user locations based on these free-form 

text responses. One advantage of using PlaceFinder is that it limits the depth of geographic 

information returned based on the type of information in the query (e.g., PlaceFinder will return 

a missing value for city if a user put “Texas” as their location). This feature is useful in this 

context, as it allows us to easily test hypotheses at varying depths of geographic granularity 

without assigning users to a depth of geographic information for which we are not confident of 

their location. We were able to geolocate 127,189 users from the data collected in 2014 to at 

least the country level; 61,649, or about half of those users, were identified as users located in the 

United States. 

Training data for classifiers 

In restoring the data from 2009 to a relational database, we anecdotally noted some 

inconsistencies between the labels assigned in the training data and our own opinions of what 

qualified as a tweet containing negative sentiment. Indeed, the authors of the previous study 

acknowledge some discrepancies in the classifications applied by different students to the same 

tweets (i.e., interrater reliability).  
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In order to evaluate the reliability of the training data published in the original study, I 

reclassified 1,678 tweets from the training dataset and compared our classification to that found 

in the original training data. Rather than first separating out irrelevant tweets and then parsing the 

remaining corpus of data into positive, negative, and neutral, we simplified the classification 

scheme into only two classes: negative versus non-negative. We theorized that the real Twitter 

users of interest in our study are those who have negative opinions and, thus, might be less likely 

to vaccinate their children or be vaccinated themselves. We also expected that a simpler 

classification might result in improved detection of negative sentiment, rather than straining our 

classifier to distinguish between four classes of possible sentiment. This hypothesis is not well-

studied in previous research, but some work published on the topic notes variation in the relative 

performance of different classification algorithms depending on the number of classes [20].   

Measuring algorithmic performance 

The measure of algorithmic performance presented in previous work on this topic is 

accuracy, which is the percentage of total tweets in a training dataset that were labeled correctly 

by the classifier. Given issues reproducing the exact classification mechanism used in the 

previous study and a new focus on detecting negative tweets, we decided to test several 

algorithms for detecting negative sentiment in tweets. The metrics presented here are precision 

and recall (also known as positive predictive value and sensitivity, respectively, in health 

literature). We chose the algorithm that produced the highest F1 score, calculated as the 

harmonic mean of precision and recall (Figure 3). We chose not to present any measure of pure 

accuracy due to the overwhelming majority of tweets containing non-negative sentiment; as a 

result, a classifier which simply labeled all tweets as non-negative would have a relatively high 

accuracy. From a public health perspective, where the idea of sensitivity is most well known in 
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the context of diagnostic tests, it’s important to note that a “positive test result” here is akin to 

the algorithm detecting negative sentiment. 

Sentiment classification algorithms 

We tested the four following sentiment classification algorithms, which are described below: 

 AFINN 
 Custom vaccination keywords 
 Logistic regression 
 Naïve Bayes 

 
AFINN, named for its creator, is a list of words rated on a scale from -5 (very negative) 

to 5 (very positive) that was developed for sentiment analysis in microblogs (i.e., Twitter, etc.) 

[21]. The AFINN dictionary includes 2,477 words with an associated sentiment strength. We 

classified tweets with an overall negative score based on the AFINN dictionary as negative, and 

remaining tweets as positive. Because the AFINN dictionary is designed to detect sentiment 

across topics, we also produced a custom set of vaccination-related keywords that we 

hypothesized to be associated with negative opinions around vaccination. We used this shortened 

dictionary to tag tweets; any tweet that contained at least one of these words was tagged as a 

negative tweet (for a list of words, see Appendix A).  

The logistic regression classifier parses all tweets in our training data into single words 

and estimates a coefficient for each word based on its association with negative tweets. Using 

these coefficients, the classifiers assigns a value between zero and one estimating the probability 

of a tweet being negative. Tweets were dichotomized into predictions of positive or negative 

sentiment based on whether that predicted probability exceeded (i.e., predicted negative) or was 

less than 0.5. Similarly, we tested a naïve Bayes classifier, which, along with the logistic 

regression classifier, was implemented with Python’s scikit-learn package, which was also used 

to evaluate the recall, precision, and F1 score of all of our classifiers.  
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Figure 3: Metrics used to evaluate sentiment algorithm performance. 

Precision  
(positive predictive value) 

Recall 
(sensitivity) 

 

F1 score  

P = ∑True negative tweets 
∑𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶

 R = ∑𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶
∑True negative tweets

 F1 = 
2𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑃𝑃+𝑃𝑃

 
 

Vaccination rate and outbreak data 

In the United States, vaccination status data is collected regularly through the National 

Immunization Survey and used to estimate vaccination coverage for children aged 19-35 months 

in each state as well as select metropolitan areas [22]. Coverage estimates are provided for each 

routine childhood vaccination and used to create aggregate measures such as the percentage of 

children who have completed the entire routine vaccination series. The most recent year for 

which this data is publicly available is 2012.  

Outbreaks of infectious disease are reported through the National Notifiable Disease 

Surveillance System, which publishes a weekly report of the number of new cases observed of a 

variety of diseases, including those that are preventable through routine vaccination [17]. Again, 

this data is reported at the state level and for select large metropolitan areas. We extracted yearly 

counts of new cases observed for each year and state from 2009-2013 for mumps as a measure of 

the degree to which outbreaks of diseases directly preventable through the MMR vaccine have 

been observed and calculated incidence rates using 2013 state population estimates from the 

United States Census [23]. 

Results 

Sentiment classification and training data 

We compared the classification of the 1,678 tweets we identified as either negative or 

non-negative and compared it to the classification assigned in the original training dataset. Of 
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those tweets that we classified as negative, the original training data only identified 36% as 

negative, which suggests a surprising lack of agreement between our definition of a negative 

tweet and that found in their training data. As a result of this disagreement, we chose to train and 

test each algorithm using our reclassified training data. 

In evaluating our sentiment algorithms, we found that logistic regression provided the 

best overall classification for sentiment around vaccination when using the combined measure of 

precision and recall as the metric of success. That said, only our custom sentiment classifier was 

able to identify “true” negative tweets (i.e., recall) at a reasonably high level, with a recall of 

59%. Precision and recall statistics were not presented in the original study, and we were unable 

to reproduce the exact classification approach used and thus were unable to compare the 

performance of our sentiment classification algorithms directly. 

Sentiment algorithm Precision Recall F1 score 
Logistic regression 70% 28% 40% 
AFINN 25% 41% 31% 
Naïve Bayes 79% 19% 31% 
Custom sentiment 19% 59% 29% 
 
Table 1: Precision and recall of algorithms tested for detection of negative sentiment in vaccination-related 
tweets.  
 

Correlation of vaccination sentiment over time 

When comparing the average sentiment expressed on Twitter from small areas of the 

United States over the two periods in time for which we had data, we were unable to identify any 

meaningful correlation. We compared the average sentiment of Twitter users in data collected 

during the H1N1 epidemic in 2009 and compared them to the average sentiment of users in 

2014. We found 323 counties with at least 20 users in each period of data collection, and 233 

cities with at least 20 users in each period. In both cases, we did not see any correlation between 
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average sentiment across the two time periods (Figure 4). The Pearson correlation coefficient 

when comparing either cities or counties did not exceed 0.11. 

  

Figure 4: Average user sentiment in cities (left; R2 = -0.02) and counties (right; R2 = 0.11) in the United States 
with at least 20 users tweeting about vaccination in 2009 and 2014. Red lines show the linear fit of the data. A 
lower average sentiment score represents more negative sentiment being expressed. 

 

 We compared the average sentiment observed by users in each state in 2014 to the 

mumps incidence rate per 100,000 for all cases observed over the period 2009-2013. In this case, 

we would expect a negative correlation; that is, as average sentiment score increases, the mumps 

incidence rate decreases. However, that relationship was not observed in our data; in fact, it 

appears that some of the states with the highest average sentiment scores also had the highest 

mumps incidence rates (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Comparison of average vaccination sentiment expressed by users in 2014 to the mumps incidence rate 
observed over the period 2009-2013 by state. In this case, we would have expected a negative correlation, with 
areas with more negative sentiment experiencing a higher incidence rates. New York and New Jersey are 
excluded from this plot because of exceptionally high incidence rates of 16.7 and 7.2 per 100,000, respectively, as 
is Rhode Island because of its unusually low average sentiment score of 0.72. 

 

Stability of negative sentiment over time 

In order to evaluate the stability of negative sentiment expressed on Twitter around 

vaccination, we used our custom keywords algorithm to calculate the proportion of tweets 

observed on each day in our 2014 data containing at least one of the words we believed to be 

associated with negative vaccination sentiment. For this exercise, we chose to use the custom 

vaccination keywords algorithm because it scored highest using the recall metric, which gives 

the proportion of true negative tweets that an algorithm also classified as negative. We observed 

a reasonably stable trend over time, with the fraction of tweets containing negative keywords 

generally hovering between five and 10 percent of total vaccination-related tweets (Figure 6). 

This result is promising because it suggests that the signal we are attempting to capture persists 

over time and might offer some information of public health importance if combined 

appropriately with vaccination rate and outbreak data. 
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Figure 6: Fraction of vaccination-related tweets containing a negative keyword per day in 2014 data collected. 
Data collected in April excluded for ease of interpretability. 

 

Discussion 

Our attempts to use Twitter data to identify geographic pockets of anti-vaccination 

sentiment has attuned us to the challenges that must be overcome in order to derive utility for 

public health practitioners in this context. Broadly, those challenges fall into three categories: 

accurate classification of sentiment, accurate geographic classification of users, and potential 

sample bias in the users from which data is collected. Without outbreak data disaggregated to a 

more localized geographic level and a classifier that can more consistently determine whether a 

tweet contains negative sentiment or not, it will remain difficult to use Twitter data to monitor 

public sentiment around vaccination accurately. Furthermore, even if an improved classifier were 

produced, the ability to validate its usefulness as a predictor of potential outbreaks, either 

outbreak or vaccination rate data would need to be available at a more granular level.  

While we did generate a new training dataset that we believe produced more plausible 

classification of tweets into negative and non-negative bins, we did not test for any interrater 

reliability or test-retest reliability. All tweets were categorized by a single person and only at a 
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single point in time. Our training dataset was much smaller than that provided by the previous 

study, and it is plausible that the degree of disagreement between our training data and that 

produced in the previous study is a combination of a relatively small sample size and a lack of 

testing for reliability of the ratings assigned in our training data. 

Reproducibility 

 Given the heavy reliance of this thesis on previous work on H1N1 vaccination sentiments 

expressed on Twitter, it has unexpectedly proven to be a case study in reproducibility of 

published scientific research. We struggled at the outset to reproduce the results presented in 

earlier work, generally as a byproduct of issues understanding the relational data structure used 

to store information and the software written to produce results for the final report. Below, we 

offer some suggestions for best practices for publishing relational data and code used in 

producing scientific research. 

There is no agreed upon standard for publishing relational databases used in academic 

work. However, a “data dump” in some delimited text format should be accompanied with a 

database schema that establishes variable names, each variable’s contents, and relationships (i.e., 

foreign keys) that exist between tables. In cases where some “gold standard” dataset is divided 

into testing and training datasets, it should be made clear exactly what data were included in the 

test dataset and which were included in the training dataset. 

If data from a relational database is being included in a repository, each query that was 

used to generate results presented in the publication should be clearly stated. Following each of 

these queries should be the code that produces any figure or result presented in the paper. As a 

rule of thumb, I think publishing code that was written at some point in the development of the 

final publication but did not actually produce any results presented should not be included in a 
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public repository. In this experience, trying to work with code that I had never seen before with 

no contact with the original author is hard enough; when there are scripts included that aren’t 

even relevant, it becomes that much more difficult to parse out which produced published results 

and which were eliminated as part of the research process. That said, I can understand there are 

cases where including additional code may help prove that the authors were comprehensive in 

their approach, or perhaps that their unpublished work may prove useful to someone else. In 

these cases, I would include this sort of code in a public repository, as long as it is very clearly 

separated from any work that went into producing results shown in the academic work. We are 

producing a public branch of the GitHub repository that was used to conduct this work that 

adheres to these standards as an example of how we think reproducibility could be improved in 

this context [24]. 

Possible explanations for null result 

Our approach of using a sentiment classifier developed using data collected during the 

H1N1 pandemic to classify tweets published in 2014 relied on the assumption that opinions 

around vaccination expressed today would correlate with opinions expressed around H1N1 in 

2009. Given that there is not a strong correlation between H1N1 vaccination rates in 2010 and 

MMR vaccination rates in 2012 (the most recent year for which data has been published), it is 

plausible that this hypothesis was incorrect and that the overlap between the population that 

chose not to vaccinate against H1N1 may be different than the population that chooses to forego 

routine childhood vaccinations (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: Relationship between H1N1 vaccination rate in high risk groups in 2010 and MMR vaccination rates in 
2012, by state. A weakly positive relationship suggests that it may not be appropriate to correlate opinions 
expressed about the H1N1 vaccine with those expressed about general childhood vaccination (R2 = 0.13). 

 

Qualitatively, reasons for choosing not to vaccinate against H1N1 are likely different 

from reasons parents choose not to vaccinate their children against MMR. H1N1 was seen as 

threat across the population, but the lack of severity of the disease for the majority of people who 

contracted it and questions of the vaccine’s efficacy likely influenced individual decisions to 

vaccinate. Alternatively, the reasons for not participating in routine childhood vaccinations such 

as MMR are products of an entirely different set of challenges. Published work has pointed to a 

number of factors influencing childhood vaccine refusal, ranging from perceived low 

susceptibility to the disease, fear of vaccine safety, and state laws that affect the ease with which 

parents can receive non-medical vaccine exemptions [25, 26]. 

All of these limitations and challenges aside, I do not believe that this work is necessarily 

entirely in vain. A classifier developed explicitly to examine opinions around general 

vaccination, rather than using a classifier that was developed based on data from the H1N1 

pandemic, might have a much higher rate of accurately detecting negative sentiment in tweets. 

Combining an appropriately trained classifier with an increased effort to distinguish between 
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informational and sentimental tweets would likely make for dramatic improvements in 

performance. Some research on this topic has shown that, although again in the context of 

influenza, controlling for “media chatter” can improve the ability of Twitter data to identify 

meaningful public health information [27]. 

Given the state-level limit on the geographic granularity of outbreak and vaccination rate 

data, there are also a couple of opportunities to seek improved validation data. Among its many 

publications of key public health indicators at the county level, the Institute for Health Metrics 

and Evaluation has made some attempts to estimate vaccination rates in small areas in the United 

States; however, this work was never completed [28]. If county-level vaccination rates were 

published, it would be enormously useful in determining the potential of this approach to 

monitoring opinions around vaccination. Additionally, in the wake of more frequent outbreaks, 

the Council on Foreign Relations has used media reports to generate a map visualizing outbreaks 

of vaccine-preventable disease since 2008. This data is not standardized for analysis and may not 

be a comprehensive list of all outbreaks observed but at least provides some increased 

geographic granularity as to where a fraction of outbreaks have occurred [29]. 

The emphasis that policy-focused groups like the Council on Foreign Relations have 

placed on generating awareness for recent outbreaks of vaccine-preventable disease globally 

underscores the importance of understanding public opinion around vaccination. While social 

media offers only one of many avenues for analyzing these opinions, it is a source that is updated 

constantly and thus can provide insights to public health decision makers in real time. That said, 

the challenges of using Twitter in public health are many; discerning user sentiment from 

messages of 140 characters or less is challenging, and resolving users to a specific geographic 

location is not trivial. The expanding body of research in public health using social media, 
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however, offers evidence of its utility as a data source and medium of communication. We hope 

that future work continues to exploit the potential of social media to help maintain high 

vaccination rates, which remains one of public health’s greatest success stories. 
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Appendix A: Words and phrases used to tag tweets as containing negative sentiment in custom 
vaccination keywords algorithm. 

 “shouldn’t” 
 “should not” 
 “must not” 
 “mustn’t” 
 “don’t” 
 “do not” 
 “won’t” 
 “will not” 
 “renounce” 
 “renounced” 
 “renounces” 
 “boycott” 
 “refuse” 
 “mandatory” 
 “forced” 
 “forces” 
 “forcing” 
 “coerce” 
 “coerced” 
 “coercing” 
 “required” 
 “requires” 
 “have to” 
 “avoid” 
 “never” 
 “untested” 
 “poison” 
 “not necessary” 
 “not vaccinating” 
 “not vaccinated” 
 “not vaccinate” 

 


